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CHILE
It is a country located in South
America. Its capital is the city
of Santiago.
• Approximately 55% of Chilean exports are
related to the mining sector.
• Chile has 21.9% of global lithium reserve.
• It has the driest desert in the world.
• Chile has the largest astronomical centers in
the world.
The Chilean economy is internationally known as
one of the strongest on the continent.

TOTAL POPULATION

19.458.310
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MINING

COPPER

Chile is the is the largest copper
producer in the world, satisfying 36%
of the world market and has 28% of
the world's copper reserves.

MINES

The state-owned company Codelco, the world's
largest copper company, exploits some of the main
Chilean deposits, such as Chuquicamata and El
Teniente, the largest open-pit and underground
mines in the world, respectively.
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ANTOFAGASTA REGION
• Antofagasta concentrates 52% of the national copper
production. An industry that has managed to become the
protagonist of its economy and that has caused the region to
position itself as an increasingly attractive and relevant
economic hub.
• Considered the cradle of large copper mines, such as the
centennial Chuquicamata and the rich Escondida deposit,
among other minerals, the region is, by all accounts, the most
important mining center in Chile thanks to its generous
resources.
• And it is that given the strong presence of this industry -with
such gravitating actors as Codelco, BHP and Antofagasta
Minerals, among others- and the great mineral wealth that
houses its extensive territory, the region concentrates a large
part of the mining investment portfolio.
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IMPACTS OF COVID19 IN MINING

MEASURES

The spread of the coronavirus has not left anyone
indifferent. Its effects at the health, economic and
social level are evident. In the case of mining,
Covid-19 has forced to implement measures and
new business strategies to continue operations
around the world.

STRONG

"Mining does not fail Chile and it does not stop,
but it does take measures to care for its people”
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IMPACTS OF COVID-19
IN MINING
The signs at the beginning of this 2020 promised a
more positive context for the mining industry.
Along with this, there was a rebound in the
international price of copper, as a result of the
rapprochement between the United States and
China in their trade dispute. But the Covid-19
coronavirus outbreak changed the scenario
overnight.
Closing of borders, worldwide cancellation of
massive events - including in Chile with the
Expomin 2020 fair, postponed until the end of the
year - and the establishment of quarantines and
restrictions on the free movement of people,
mutated the initial optimism in concern and then
in frank concern.
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Price, demand and supply
• The fall in the price of raw materials is one of the
negative effects that the pandemic caused by the
Covid-19 coronavirus has generated.
• The impending global recession will strongly
affect the demand for base minerals such as
copper, nickel, aluminum, iron or zinc, and even
lithium and cobalt.
• In the case of Chile, it considers that the effect of
the stoppages at the moment (until the beginning
of April) is very marginal, but does not rule out
its growth as the number of infected persons
increases or restrictions on movement between
regions tighten, despite the companies' declared
commitment to operational continuity.
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Reactions & Responses
Despite all this, mining is considered to have
reacted proactively “through the reduction of
personnel on site, greater distancing,
temperature monitoring, etc. Contingency
plans are being implemented in case your
workforce becomes ill and has operational
problems.
Mining companies have taken this pandemic
seriously and recognize as a possibility that
mining production could be significantly
affected. In other words, the country's main
activity can present a complex scenario if this
situation continues to grow and gets out of
control. ”
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In support of small miners
Small and medium-sized mining do not have the financial backs that Large Mining has. For this
reason, the National Mining Company (ENAMI), has adopted a series of actions to help these actors.
He decided to provide in an extraordinary way, from March, advance payments of 50% to all copper & gold producers at the time of the delivery
of their lots, plus 40% & 25% respectively of the settlement after 12 days if the analysis of the sample does not yields result of law
Both the mining offices will continue to operate normally, but with a reduction in their personnel. In addition, the company unveiled a plan to
pay small miners by wire transfer or voucher issuance.
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ANTOFAGASTA REGION MINING SUPPLIERS
The current coronavirus situation has triggered a crisis (in
development) classified as abrupt, putting the continuity of
organizations at risk:
• Supplier sales have fallen, on average, between 25% to 40%
•Teleworking has been adopted as far as possible as a work
platform for suppliers and customers. However, the operation of
clients still requires the participation of high staffing levels.
• Customers

are more sensitive to the behavior of suppliers. • Customers have substantially limited the
purchase of products / services classified as non-essential. Customers and suppliers are seriously affected
by rumors regarding job stability. Rumors cause harm to organizations as they increase uncertainty.
However, if companies (being responsible with the business) place people as a great decision factor, the
impact of the crisis will be tolerable. Otherwise, it will be irreversible.
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MINING PRODUCTION
Evolution of the mining production index
January 2018 – April 2020

In April 2020, the series with seasonal
adjustment and calendar effect corrected for
the Mining Production Index recorded an
increase of 0.8% compared to the previous
month and an interannual decrease of 0.7%.
The trend-cycle series recorded an
annualized monthly increase of 1.2% in the
long-term evolution.
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MINING PRODUCTION
Evolution of the mining production index
January 2018 – April 2020
Mining production index
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In the analysis period, the mining production
index showed an interannual decrease of
0.5%, as a consequence of the lower activity
registered in two of the three types of
mining that comprise it. Metal mining
decreased 0.8%, subtracting 0.809 pp. to the
variation in the index, as a result of the 1.4%
decrease in copper extraction and
processing, due to less processing and lower
ore grade in important companies in the
sector.

For its part, non-metallic mining increased 16.4% and had a 0.595 point impact. in the variation of the
general index, due to a higher production of lithium carbonate and caliche.
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CHALLENGES
One of the big doubts is the duration of the
coronavirus crisis, so, the first priority is to
guarantee the health conditions to advance the
projects.
Global copper consumption will grow with the advancement
of renewable energy and greener transportation systems.
It should be remembered that copper is one of the main
components of batteries for electric vehicles.
It's important to empower teleworking when you can. The idea is
to create a different work context.

In the long term, we continue to believe that copper fundamentals
are strong and that future demand will remain strong.
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CHALLENGES
Mining will play a fundamental role in the economic recovery after the pandemic. Mining will
be the sector that will generate the largest investment to materialize in the five-year period 2020-2024,
with an amount equivalent to US $ 19,802 million, according to data from the latest report of the
cadastre of investment, made by the Capital Goods Corporation (CBC)..
Historically, mining has been a pillar
for economic development and job
creation in the country. Today, it is not
the exception and, until now, it is the
activity that has had the least impact as
a result of the spread of Covid-19 and
we are sure that, when this pandemic
ends, it will be fundamental in the
economic recovery of Chile
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